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Greetings to you all.
Many thanks to the Regional Group from
Queensland for providing the feast of articles and
poetry for this edition of the newsletter. Our
thoughts are with you and those members living in
Victoria as you struggle with the tragedy of the
floods. It makes it all the more amazing that you
have been able to provide such interesting reading
for us.
In this edition we have poetry from Patrick Oliver
and Rosalind Miriam, an article by Lucy Tierney
inspired by the AECSD symposium and Denise
Brosnan provides an update on the development of
the Spiritual Direction Formation Programme in
Brisbane. Vicky Cullen (Our Canberra Rep) shares
her experience of 21 years of personal growth
with ANSD and Eremos has provided us with the
dates, venues and contacts of the Australian visit
of Rev Jane Vennard. ANSD President John
Stuart emphasises in his report the importance of
listening to others with respect and without
judgement. John also suggests you follow the link
in the AECSD symposium note to access the
papers that were presented.
Enclosed with this edition of the newsletter is the
pamphlet for our ANSD Conference to be held on
the 1st – 4th July at Amberley Conference and
Retreat Centre with presenter Dr Alexander
Shaia. Early bird concessions apply. You will also
notice that a Professional Development course will
precede the conference and will be facilitated by
Philip Carter.
Now is also the time to be renewing your
membership subscription. Renewal forms can be
printed from the website.
Happy Reading!
Jo Windeyer (Editor) jowindeyer@bigpond.com
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President’s Letter
Every now and again something that focuses on the real work of
Church rises to the fore. In our ministry of Spiritual Direction we
are continually called to help people attend to the life of the Spirit
as it is revealed in the ordinary events of their lives. Indeed, so
often, we see before us people transformed by seeing “beyond” the
event or situation and finding God where they had previously had
no sense of God. This surely is the work of Church. The
canonization of Mary McKillop has focused on how the work of
Church, at its best, rises to the fore.
The Compass program on Mary contained some highlights that
show how her work for the poor grew out of her deep faith in a God who, far from
shunning the ordinary, actually, delights in the ordinary. In Mary’s case her being a Saint
has very little to do with so-called miracles, but more to do with her seeing the need for
the poor to have a chance to participate more fully in society by being educated. She was
not the only one to see this need, but she determined to do something about it. We now
take education for granted. In the 1860’s however it was not a thing for ordinary people.
Education was for the rich and the lucky few who may have had a sponsor to get them out
of the poverty cycle. She and Julian Tennyson Woods saw that kids in Penola had nothing.
They said “let’s teach them”.
As Mary’s story unfolded, her motto of “never see a need without doing something about
it” found support in the most unlikely of places and opposition in the very place where she
would have least expected it. When it was reported to Tennyson Woods by one of the
sisters that a priest had been sexually abusing children and he in turn told the Bishop of
Adelaide, Fr Horan, a friend of the priest vowed vengeance on Tennyson Woods through
the Josephites. This was the catalyst for her illegal excommunication. Her support came
from a Jewish businessman in Adelaide. He had been so impressed by the work of the
Josephites for the poor that he gave them 3 or 4 houses in Adelaide when they found
themselves homeless.
At the end of the Compass program Claire Dunne a broadcaster and a biographer of Mary
says of her:
“Mary’s life, her being and her work all demonstrate, how in the midst of life’s troubles,
spiritual and human values can live together as one.”

In the life of the Christian Church surely this is what Jesus of Nazareth was pointing to.
Her life demonstrated that it is in depthing the ordinary of life that we find the reality of
our journey into mystery. As Tielhard articulated “We are spiritual beings on a human
journey”. The role of Church is at its best when it is nurturing and supporting this
exploration of our human quest.
Spiritual Direction, at its best, is also about nurturing and supporting this human quest. At
a recent gathering a few of us were reflecting on how honouring the process that is
.inherent in Spiritual Direction can facilitate a person’s journey far more quickly than
years of listening to homilies at church services.
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Not that homilies are ineffective, they just are unable to help a person to attend to the
issues in their lives in as focused a way.
As we know, an essential part of an effective process is the ability to listen which in turn
facilitates conversation. Recently on Philip Adam’s “Late Night Live” program on Radio
National he chaired a discussion on the topic of “The Morality of Mortality.” His guests
were Julian Burnside who has advocated tirelessly for refugees and who thinks religion is
“bullshit.” He would call himself a humanist. Amanda Lourey, a journalist and political
commentator, who was brought up a Catholic but who now calls herself a positive
agnostic. Finally there was Tony Coady, a philosopher, who is a Catholic, but not one, he
senses, who would be favoured by the Pope. Then there was the irrepressible Phillip
himself who is an Atheist and believes in the numinous, a term he says he takes from
religion. Over the hour of the conversation they covered many issues relating to death,
including euthanasia. What marked this discussion was the deep respect they had for one
another which was reflected in the way they were each able to present their respective
points of view, sometimes agreeing and sometimes differing BUT never put each other
down. The process of the conversation was marked by people who genuinely listened to
each other and did not try to point score or belittle. I have listened to this conversation a
few times now and have marvelled at how much we can learn from people with different
points of view who are able to explore really difficult aspects of the human quest without
rancour. It is not just Christians who have insight into how we can explore this human
journey.
In the ministry and work of Spiritual Direction we surely need to be in “cahoots” with
such genuine seekers of truth and insight. The above conversation is in sharp contrast to
the lack of genuine conversation and deep listening that appears to characterize the move
of disaffected Anglicans to Rome. A deep suspicion about gay and lesbian people and a
deep antipathy to women clergy seems to underpin this move. What has happened that the
message of Jesus the Christ has led to such suspicion and mistrust? Where did Jesus give
the lead for this kind of non acceptance? Was it in the story of the rich young man who
couldn’t quite pluck up the courage to take the final step that Jesus offered? Did Jesus
berate him for his decision? Did Jesus attack the lads on the Emmaus road for their giving
up or did he not have a chat with them and, in the way of true conversation, help them see
“beyond’ their grief?
Christian Spiritual Direction takes its lead from the Jesus story and the true believers,
down through the ages, like Mary McKillop who were able to see into and beyond the
depths of the ordinary. But as we are becoming more and more aware, the conversation
marked by deep listening is not just the preserve or gift of Christians. It is the genuine
mark of what it means to be truly human, for our humanity is there before any connection
to a religious tradition. Human beings in this country for example, have been engaged in
the human quest for at least 60,000 years before Jesus or the Buddha or Mohammed. The
exploration is human before it is Buddhist or Christian or Jewish or whatever. It seems
that Spiritual Direction, no matter what form it takes, can only flourish when we are
engaged in genuine dialogue. Even Phillip Adams, the atheist, gives us a clue.
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Congratulations to AECSD for their recent Symposium held in Melbourne. The theme of
the Symposium was “Exploring contemporary spirituality and its impact on the practice of
spiritual direction.” There was about 100 people attending and the buzz around the time
together indicated that the papers were well received and will continue to provide food for
further conversation See elsewhere in the newsletter links to the website where you can
download the papers. This is a very generous move on the part of AECSD to allow people
not able to attend to share in the fruits of the Symposium.
John Stuart -ANSD President.

∗ ∗ ∗
Hearing the call to listen
If you’ve ever caught yourself
in a moment of being shown
that forgiveness is a place from which to live
that you aren’t an isolated little monad
that holiness isn’t a worthiness game
that prayer and non-violence is a way of breathing
that you need your enemy to teach you
that you, your friend and your enemy are one
that excluding those different from you is death
that you’re most secure when you cling to nothing
that you’re most wealthy when nothing owns you
that you cannot play anymore the games of the world’s systems
that the secular and the sacred aren’t in different places
that your little life is never for naught
that it’s never the end of the story
that you’re already home eternally within Love
then you’re hearing the call
to listen to the Spirit
If you’ve ever found yourself
tiring of the trinkets and bored with the badges
which others insist you must chase,
and a longing arises for a more simple lifestyle
where you can live
free from the weight of resentments, and
from a font of mercy not your own;
where you no longer need to tote up grievances
so you can call in your due; and
where your wish is to live in universal amnesty
with yourself, with your adversary, and
with the way your life has turned out …
then you’re hearing the call to listen
to the Sermon on the Mount
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If you’ve ever felt the tug
to go beyond
the confining viewpoints of your clan,
to live beyond the jail of your job, and
to know you’re worth something more
than what the slick advertisement
and the glossy movie says you are;
if you’ve heard the whisper
of something more venerable
than your deepest memory,
of something more ancient
than the century upon century
of human footfall upon the earth,
and this whisper imparts
what you almost dare not think
in case it melts
like a snowflake before your eyes;
yet through the steady drip of time
it grows more indestructible than steel –
to leave behind all that you thought
named you, formed you and possessed you,
and then to let your lifestyle proclaim
to anyone who cares to see:
that the only way into being truly you
is to be radically named, formed and possessed
by the Love that outloves anything else.
then you’re hearing the call
to listen to Jesus’ call to follow
Patrick Oliver.
More of Patricks work can be seen on his website www.patrickoliver.net.au
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Inaugural National Symposium of
the Australian Ecumenical Council
for Spiritual Direction

Exploring contemporary spirituality and its impact on the
practice of spiritual direction
The Inaugural National Symposium of the Australian Ecumenical Council for
Spiritual Direction was held in Melbourne, Australia on 29 and 30 October. The
theme of the Symposium was "Exploring contemporary spirituality and its
impact on the practice of spiritual direction". Academics, researchers, the staff
of spiritual direction formation programs, spiritual directors, and other
interested parties participated in the two‐day Symposium. Many themes
explored in the papers will interest the wider spiritual direction community. A
summary of the twenty papers is available on the AECSD website
(www.spiritualdirection.org.au). The papers are available to be downloaded in
one PDF file.
Stephen Truscott, S.M., Ph.D.

Tending the “sacred” within our own inner landscape
The Australian Ecumenical Council for Spiritual Direction Inaugural Symposium on 29
and 30 October 2010 in Melbourne, listed as its purpose “Exploring contemporary
spirituality and its impact on the practice of spiritual direction”. The dimensions presented
included academic bases and stretching edges of spiritual direction practice. One
stretching edge, in a practical sense of naming and owning personal spirituality, was a
consideration and experience of enhancing the human capacity to “co-see” and “co-will”
with a God whose outreaching love for each of us personally is beyond our
comprehension. A fairly detailed summary of this particular paper entitled “Enneagram
Wisdom Frameworks – a tool for tending the sacred” is viewable on the Australian
Ecumenical Council for Spiritual Direction website – www.spiritualdirection.org.au – pp
112-119 of the Inaugural Proceedings. This paper juxtaposes six epic journeying cycle
stages with six Enneagram Wisdom Frameworks as processes that enhance engaging with
Mystery of Life invitations to become my True Self. As such, intrinsic engagement by a
Directee with these processes requires appropriate support and understanding by a
Director. Further to this, knowledge of and experiential understanding of these processes
enables a Director to deepen and broaden awareness in an unaware Directee through
evocative questioning.
Whether we are aware of it or not, invitations to “co-see” and “co-will” with the Mystery
of Life are operative in human experience in general and in epic journeying cycles and
Enneagram Wisdom Frameworks in particular. Another way of understanding these
dynamics is to regard our inner journeying as reflecting the universe story; we are being
birthed to wholeness in a Mystery of Life sense, i.e., a “sacred journeying”.
Everyone has a personal pattern of preferred awareness which is, at first, experienced as a
given not a pattern. To maintain this given, a “survival” strategy develops.
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At the same time, unconsciously, a part of the inner Self doesn’t receive attention – an
inner Self awareness “wipeout”.
It is from this inner Self Awareness “wipeout” that the nucleus of conscious inner
journeying can arise, e.g., the initial unease that begins epic journeying cycles and is, as
well, the basis for True Self outcomes within Enneagram wisdom frameworks. Other
namings of this phenomenon are: sacred wounding (Houston 1987), shadow (Johnson
1993), chief feature (Gurdjieff 1910), second task of life (Rohr and Hudson 2008), inner
child (Bradshaw 1990).
Epic journeying cycles reveal patterns of story. Being present to these patterns of story,
whether it be a five minute cycle, a life-time cycle, a shorter time-frame cycle, or several
cycles going on at once, enhances a person’s capacity to experience inner and outer
“caring essence”. “Caring Essence” for each person individually is operative whether a
person is aware of it or not.
Enneagram wisdom frameworks reveal patterns of behavior. Naming our drive, and our
survival and “wipeout” strategies enhances a person’s capacity to make growth choices
with inner freedom.
Grun (2004) writes, “Entrance into the unconscious, going into one’s inner depths,
produces renewal and spiritual re-birth”. Presence to epic journeying cycle stages and
Enneagram wisdom framework patterns enhances a human capacity to “co-see” and “cowill” in tune with Mystery of Life longings of care for us, i.e., “tending the ‘sacred’ in our
inner landscape”. These two processes can enrich and deepen the spiritual direction
dynamic for both Directee and Director.
P Lucy Tierney, rsj co-ordinates Virginia Waters Self-Care – an inner wisdom
consultancy.
∗ ∗ ∗
QUIET THIRD
The babble of the water
speaks in a tongue I cannot comprehend,
yet whispers sweet, and hints of joys
that might be without end.

“Rise not” I beg, “to gasp for Air.
Die here, and let’s be done”;
and then He grabs me by my hair
and pulls me to the Sun.

Dancing away and chuckling
down the valley steep;
her running wet tempts me to drown so deep into Her deep.

“Too much!” I cry. Not this nor that,
for either one shall kill.
“I can’t contain it all!” I cry,
yet thirst for deeper still.

Readily I plunge right in.
Her pool envelops whole.
I wait until my lungs shall burst,
there’s fire in my soul.

I ask for mercy, sweet release,
then instantly repent.
As I’m addicted to the Love,
they’ll take me ‘til I’m spent.

© Rosalind Miriam S.S.A.
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Spiritual Direction Formation Programme - Brisbane
Thirteen of us graduated, on October 21st, from a four year Formation Programme for
Spiritual Directors offered by the Ministry Education Commission, Anglican Diocese of
Brisbane. From the outset I have been impressed by the ecumenism of this excellent
Programme. We, the participants, come from differing Church groups but are united in
our love of spirituality and spiritual direction. The Coordinators of this Programme have
come from the Anglican tradition, however, Supervisors and lecturers have joined them
from other traditions. We have been truly blessed to have Rev John Stewart and Rev Philip
Carter with us over the past four years. They have taught us so much from their years of
learning and experience and have shared with us their incredible wisdom.
Having this Programme available locally has meant that we, participants, have been able
to continue in our own ministries and work and to live among our own families and
communities. Persons who may not have the opportunity to train are being trained. This
Programme commenced in 2007 and now the first Graduation has taken place. Mary Ann
Schofield RSM challenged Spiritual Directors at the SDI international conference in 2002
to “leave our comfort zones and move outward toward the marginalized”.
We have been offered lectures, readings, reflection time and practice sessions. We have
feasted on poetry, prayer, laughter and song. We have meditated in the beautiful grounds
of Brookfield, have walked the labyrinth, and prayed in the Chapel. Between Intensive
Training sessions we have given and received spiritual direction and been offered
Supervision with qualified Directors and Supervisors. Most of all we have made new
friends. I am extremely grateful for this wonderful opportunity and most precious gift.
ANSD Queensland congratulate the thirteen new graduates. We also thank Rev John
Stewart, Rev Philip Carter, Kate Luxford Morgan, the Ministry Education Commission,
the Supervisors and Lecturers and all who have shared with us and who have made this
experience possible in Brisbane.
Queensland Representative Denise Brosnan
∗∗∗
ANSD IS 21 – How one spiritual director grew with the organisation
In 1980 I was a mum at home with 2 small daughters lecturing part-time in the school of
teacher education at Canberra CAE. I had just returned to the church after more than 10
years away. One day the pastoral assistant in the parish said,
“Come and talk to me about your prayer life.
“Oh I can’t do that, it’s private!” I wondered how she knew I had rediscovered my love for
God and was reading avidly anything I could find about spirituality and prayer. She
became my first spiritual director. Soon people wanted to come and talk to me about their
life with God. I was teaching at a catholic school, joined a prayer group at the Ursuline
convent asked one of the nuns to be my next Director. Every December when school
broke up I made a week’s retreat there. Inevitably the reading was the annunciation.
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With phrases like “Nothing is impossible with God “ before me, I began to respond to a
call to explore ordination meanwhile seeing some directees and leading a meditation group
at St Mark’s College in Canberra. I was ordained deacon in December 1988 and in 1989
appointed as curate at St John’s Canberra.
The business manager Wayne at St Mark’s was interested in Spiritual Direction. He told
me in mid 1989 that he was getting together a group of Directors from all over Australia to
promote Spiritual Direction. He advertised in Eremos and St Mark’s Review and sent out
invitations. We met in his flat at St Mark’s one Thursday night in November. We were
about 10 : I remember Wayne, Ian George Rector of St John’s and Bruce Stevens his
assistant, Linda Mary from Grafton, Philip Carter from Adelaide, John Stewart from
Melbourne , George Tripp from Perth, a man from Tasmania and myself. I don’t
remember much of the discussion except that we wrote the description of ANSD’s mission
and discussed what Spiritual Direction is, and who the organisation would be for. It was
important that it be open to all interested in spiritual direction not only those who were
qualified.
At that time there was no SD training in Canberra and I didn’t know of any in Australia,
though Melbourne and Perth did provide opportunities. With a busy academic husband
and teenage girls I could afford neither time nor money to go to USA or England. The first
ANSD conference in Adelaide with Veronica Brady and Dennis Edwards was a revelation.
Afterwards I remember preaching in a sermon at St John’s “All of us have a bit of stardust
in us”. It was such a joy to meet like-minded people and be part of the Newsletter edited
by George Tripp. He would ring me about twice a year “Vicky, could you write
something about..... ?” I was getting whatever training I could – “Spirituality for busy
persons “ discussions at the Ursuline convent and regular week long retreats. My husband
said, ”Vicky , I don’t believe you could be silent for an hour much less a whole week!”
Nevertheless he always looked after the kids for that week.
As I began to see more directees I realised I needed more training. I went to every ANSD
conference. The bookshops were vital and gradually I built up my library. This was
important later when I taught Introduction to spiritual Direction at St Marks for a few
years. At conferences I sat at the feet of such people as Gordon Jeff, Marnie Kennedy,
Margaret Gunther, Margaret Hebblethwaite and .Kerrie Hide. After some conferences we
had 4 or 5 days of workshops and twice we ran week-long pilgrimages - to the Centre and
to Kangaroo Island. John Stewart and his team led 2 great workshops at Cheltenham
Retreat House. I heard about these at a conference.
For many years on and off I’ve led the Canberra ANSD Group. It started very small but
now has nearly 50 members. We have organised 3 conferences in Canberra. Finally in
2002 a course to train Directors was offered at the Catholic University and I was one of
the first graduates. I was also able to do some courses at Loyola in Chicago and
supervision training in Melbourne. However for the past 20 years ANSD has been my
mainstay. It has provided a network of like minded people, friends all over Australia and a
great pool of expertise I can call on to come and share wisdom with our local group. I
spent 9 years as Rector of a country Parish where we had some lovely meetings of
Directors. The most memorable was when Sue Dunbar came and provided all kinds of art
and craft materials as we explored the question, ”Who am I?”
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Now, back at St John’s, I have a spirituality Centre, Wild Honey, where we have our
meetings and people can see directees.
ANSD is going from strength to strength all over Australia. From those small beginnings
21 years ago we have groups in all states and territories and the annual conference attracts
over 80 participants. As well, many of our members are involved in training directors in 6
different locations.
Vicky Cullen

∗∗∗
MAY THE CHRIST IN ME MEET THE CHRIST IN YOU.
The lyrics of a song by a young woman for her Nana who was stolen as a child from her
mother and community in Utopia and taken to the Tiwi islands.
Mother’s cry breaks still of night
Where’s my love
My shining light
Many years search far and wide
Be safe, be strong
My stolen child.1

During the June long weekend I went with my family to the Dreaming Festival at
Woodford. The Dreaming Festival is a celebration of the music, theatre, culture and
spirituality of indigenous people throughout the world. We listened to Summertime
Reggae, drums, DJ performance, dance, didgeridoo, and the music we had gone especially
to hear and see, the Leah Flanagan band that my son Tom plays with, their smaller trio and
Liberty Songs, which included Australian Aboriginal and Liberian singers. Tom’s double
bass supported the Aboriginal stories of the singers, stories of being stolen, adopted, and
removed, stories of loss, but also stories of finding, love, compassion and creativity.
Attending such a festival is like feasting all the senses, the colour and sound and tastes and
smells; the honour of breathing in the strength of these people with their ancient
spirituality, cultures and languages. This has lead me to many moments of reflection of my
own experience of aboriginal Australia.
What I am aware of is the strange irony that in spite of what has been done to destroy,
control, steal and interrupt the aboriginal nations, there is a remarkable hospitality offered
and expressed by aboriginal people to those who are willing to listen and wait and receive.
On the 13 February 2008 our PM presented an apology to Indigenous Australians as a
motion to be voted on by the House of Representatives: I joined thousands of Australians
at Parliament House in Canberra to listen to the apology.
Mr Rudd said:
“Today we honour the indigenous peoples of this land, the oldest continuing cultures in
human history” 2

1

“Stolen Child” lyrics and music by Leah Flanagan 2009.
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Hospitality is an aspect of the life of Christ being described by St Luke in his Gospel. How
to receive welcoming and hospitality where offered, but how to walk away where it is not.
When we allow ourselves to be received and loved and cared for, we enter a sanctuary.
When we force a reception, we establish an environment of distrust and hostility. Until the
Christ in me meets the Christ in you, there is no relationship.
I grew up in Tasmania, Van Diemen’s Land, on the north west coast, the land of the
Tommeginne people. It is still an untamed landscape with a rugged coastline, bush, rivers,
bluffs, caves and capes. Rich volcanic land. I went to school in Launceston, in the
northeast, in the land of the Tyerrernotepanner people. A Grammar school, very
expatriate, very English and very detached from the beautiful landscape of valleys,
mountains, hills, coastline and gorges surrounding Launceston.
During my growing years, in the 1950’s and 1960’s, we were taught only of Truggaini and
King Billy, the last of the original people from the southern area of Tasmania. We were
not told of the description written by John Henry Martin, a seaman on James Cook’s ship,
Discovery in his third voyage to the southern continent and the Pacific in 1776-1780,
where Martin described the people of Van Diemen’s Island. He said:
"They have few, or no wants, and seemed perfectly happy, if one might judge from their
behaviour, for they frequently would burst out, into the most immoderate fits of laughter and
when one laughed every one followed his example immediately."– 3

Nor were we taught of how after Van Diemen’s Land were forcibly settled, of the women
abducted by the sealers, the tribes hunted and killed, the families taken to Flinders Island
and Cape Barren Island, the white diseases that killed so many, and what would now be
described as genocide of the people of eight nations. We were taught that we were
superior and right and good.
I remember one Tasmanian Aboriginal a girl at school from King Island. Her aboriginality
was hidden and denied. My first meeting of mainland aborigines was with two young
women from a Western Australian mission. They had been brought to the northwest coast
of Tasmania to have a holiday. They were tall, beautiful, dressed in white and very polite.
I was a kid, running over rocks and swimming in Bass Strait. A strange and memorable
meeting. One that has stayed with me always. Who were they? Where were they from?
Why were they in the mission? Where were their families? What was their tribe? Did they
ever ‘go home’?
The Tasmanian government tabled an apology to the Aboriginal people on the 13 August
1997 in the House of Assembly: They Resolved, [with no one speaking in opposition]
“That this House, on behalf of all Tasmanians expresses its deep and sincere regret at the
hurt and distress caused by past polices under which Aboriginal children were removed
from their families and homes; apologises to the Aboriginal people for those actions and
reaffirms its support for reconciliation between Australians”. 4
2

Australia. Parliament. House of Representatives. Wednesday 13 2008. Kevin Rudd, Prime Minister. ‘Apology to Australia’s
Indigenous Peoples.’ P 167-177.
3
Quote by John Henry Martin , seaman on the Discovery on James Cook’s third voyage. Australian Antique and Art Dealers
Association, Antique Print Room. http://www.aada.org.au attached to a print 1784 by John Webber “A woman of Van Diemen’s
Land.
4
th
Tasmanian Parliament, House of Assembly, Apology to Aboriginal People, 13 August 1997 by Mr Rundle.
http://www.parliament.tas.gov.au
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For many years I lived in the land of the Ngunnawal people, a tribe of the Wiradjiri, in the
Australian Capital Territory. This was through the years of the 1967 referendum, which
enabled the original people of this country to be counted in a census. It was an era of
demonstrations in front of Parliament House, the establishment of the Aboriginal Embassy
in the ground of Parliament House, speeches by Charlie Perkins, speeches in the
Australian National University campus, the creation of the first Department of Aboriginal
Affairs, land rights, the Mabo decision, the first Aboriginal Senator Neville Bonner, the
formation of ATSIC, and the rising of Aboriginal figures on centre stage of the political
arena, Pat and Mick Dodson, Lowitja O'Donoghue Audrey Kinnear, Michael Mansen,
Noel Pearson and Aiden Ridgeway.
In April 1997 as President of the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, Sir
Ronald Wilson completed his report ‘Bringing them home.’ On the 26th May 1997 the
government tabled this in the house of representatives, and in August 1999 after
tremendous pressure the prime minister moved a motion of Reconciliation for the stolen
generations, which included an expression of ‘deep and sincere regret’: but refused an
apology.
Jack Davis, an Aboriginal poet, described his own experience of white intervention in
aboriginal children’s lives in his poem ‘Real Name’
Dear God
They have buried my past
Those pink legislators
And stolen my name
They knew my mother was black
So they took me away
And pinned on a label
One that’s a lie
I need my real name
I need the arms
Of the woman who bore me
The feel of her hands
And the warmth of her fire
Circling around me
So please hurry God
Before it’s too late
I need my real name.5

Jack David died in September 2007.
Lowitja O’Donoghue, whom we knew as a nation for many years as Lois, was removed
from her mother when she was two years old. When they met for the first again 30 years
later her mother said to her:
‘Your name Lowitja - they've been taken away, they been taken away'. 6
Her mother and two of her sisters died before the apology.
5

Real name by Jack Davis. In ‘Black Life: Poems’ St Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1992, p 59.
Lowitja O’Donoghue. Interview by Robin Hughes, March 22 1994. Conducted for the Australian Biography project..
http://www.australianbiography.gov.au/subjects/odonoghue/interview1.html
6
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In 2000 - Queen Elizabeth II and Professor Lowitja O'Donoghue planted the first tree of
reconciliation at the opening of the Australian Centre for Christianity and Culture in
Canberra.
Our PM’s apology in 2008, on our behalf to the stolen people provided us at last with an
opportunity for healing. He apologised for the removal of children from their families and
communities and their country, for pain, suffering and hurt, to mothers and fathers and
brothers and sisters. And he said repeatedly:
“We say sorry”
The motion was passed unanimously in both houses of the Commonwealth Parliament. 7
With the words we wept with relief. It was alike a cleansing of our Anglo Saxon Celt
blood, a forgiveness for not only what our ancestors have done to these people, but also
what in ignorance and prejudice we had during our own life times had either done
ourselves in fear and righteousness, or colluded with through our state and federal
governments.
The receiving of the apology by the Aboriginal elders was like a blessing, an absolution, a
beginning of forgiveness.
The Apology for many of us was the beginning of healing. As a fifth generation Australian
whose various family forbears have been in this country for 200 years, I gasp in awe at the
fact that the Aboriginal people of Van Diemen's land and the mainland of Australia have
been here for over 40,000 years.
I grieve for the opportunities lost by Europeans in not learning about this continent and its
seasons, its flora and fauna from the original owners who have lived with the land rather
than taking over the land. I grieve for the lost laughter of the Tasmanian aborigines.
I now live in Bundjalung country, in the land of the Wijibal and Arakbal people. I have
learned to listen. To try not to comment from my European mind, to interpret, to try to be
knowledgeable or defensive or appease. But simply to listen. Listening to the stories of the
aboriginal people through Musicians like Shellie Morris and Leah Flanagan and Archie
roach, watching the dance of Bangara, absorbing the art of Emily Kame Kngwarreye and
Barbara Weir and reading the poems of jack Davis.
To listen as St Benedict taught, with the ear of the heart. Willing to receive the hospitality
of the land and the birds, and the trees and the mountains and the rivers and the original
people of this land.
May the Christ in me meet the Christ in you. Amen
Anne Morris Bannerman

7

Kevin Rudd. Apology to Australia’s Indigenous People’s. op.cit.
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Spiritual Practices for the Journey with
Rev. Jane Vennard
EREMOS is proud to support and promote a visit to Australia
by Rev Jane E. Vennard, internationally acclaimed author
and teacher. She is ordained to the special ministry of teaching
and spiritual direction in the United Church of Christ (USA)
and is a Senior Adjunct Faculty in the Iliff School of
Theology, Denver, Colorado. She is an experienced presenter
and writer of dozens of articles and six books in the areas of
prayer and spiritual practice, including Praying with Body and
Soul and A Praying Congregation.
Events will take place in five cities - Sydney (8 &
26 MarchMarch) – Melbourne (11-14 March) – Perth (18 & 19 March) - Alice Springs (24
March) and Canberra (28 March).
Tuesday, 8th March – Sydney - 7:30-9:00pm
Prayer for all Seasons – A Conversation led by Jane Vennard - hosted by the ELM
Centre and Eremos at the Centre for Ministry, 16 Masons Drive, North Parramatta.
Cost: $15 non-Eremos members / $10 Students, concession & Eremos Members.
Enquiries and registrations via the Eremos website – www.eremos.org.au
Email: events@eremos.org.au
Friday, 11th March to Sunday 13th March - Melbourne
Praying with Body and Soul – two days live-in retreat with Jane Vennard
7:30pm Friday – 3pm Sunday
Cost: $350 live in, $260 live out
Monday, 14th March - Melbourne
Hospitality: The Heart of Spiritual Direction
Full day professional development for Spiritual Directors. Cost: $95 live out.
Both the Retreat and Professional Development day will be held at the Campion Centre
for Ignatian Spirituality, Kew, VIC
Phone: (03) 9854 8110 Website: http://www.cis.jesuit.org.au
Friday, 18th March – Perth - 9:30am - 3:30pm
Hospitality: The Heart of Spiritual Direction
Full day professional development for those interested in spiritual companioning. All
welcome.
Cost: $100 including light lunch (ANSD/Peer Group members $80)
Saturday, 19th March – Perth - 9:30am - 3:30pm
Praying with Body & Soul – a retreat day led by Jane Vennard. All welcome.
Cost: $100 including light lunch (Concession $80)
Package: Attendance both days $160.
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Both the Professional Development and Retreat days will be held at the Dayspring
Centre for Christian Spirituality and Counselling, Dianella, WA
Registration: info@dayspring.org.au or Phone: (08) 9376 1400 for further info
Website: http://www.dayspring.org.au/Dayspring/Home.html
Thursday, 24th March – Alice Springs – 7pm for 7:30 – 9:30pm
Praying Always and All Ways – a reflection time at Campfire in the Heart Retreat Centre.
$15 Donation suggested.
For further enquiries, email: woods@campfireintheheart.com.au
Website - http://campfireintheheart.com.au/
Saturday, 26th March - Sydney - 10am to 4pm
Becoming Fully Alive - Spiritual Practice as a Way of Life - A day of reflection and
renewal led by Jane Vennard and Rod Pattenden (Australian artist, educator & author).
At St Joseph’s Centre for Reflective Living - Baulkham Hills
Cost: $90 / Eremos Members & Concession $75
(Includes morning tea and lunch.)
Please book early as space is limited. RVSP by 21st March.
Enquiries and registrations via the Eremos website – www.eremos.org.au
Email: events@eremos.org.au
Monday, 28th March – Canberra – 9:30am gathering for 10am – 3pm
Spiritual Practices for the Journey
Full day professional development for those interested in spiritual companioning. All
welcome.
Venue: Jamison Holy Covenant Anglican Church, 89 Dexter Street, Cook ACT.
Cost - $50 for the day. BYO lunch, morning tea provided.
For all enquiries, contact: Liz Anne Smith
Phone 0409 987 401
Email: lizannes24@gmail.com
Eremos is offering a $10 discount off the annual membership cost to anyone who
joins as a new Eremos member before 30th April, 2011 and attends any of Jane
Vennard’s retreats or seminars in March. Enquiries about this offer can be directed
to membership@eremos.org.au
∗∗∗

Sculpture at the Peace Park, Nagasaki
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My Lord’s Prayer

Our Father in heaven,
you who fill the skies
and everything in them;
my Lord of all Creation,
who looks over all His young;
hallowed be your Name.
Oh, that glorious Name!
The image of your Love;
Nameless One who came!
May your kingdom come.
Please let it come
into this world of mine into my heart and mind and soul.
Let me be truly thine.
May your will be done,
in everything my heart and sea and sky –
on earth as it is in heaven.
Give us today our daily bread.
Please fill us full to brimming.
May we be fed in countless ways
upon the feast of Life.
Forgive us our sins –
those countless nicks and dents
that batter and hurt our Way;
and may you absolve
in the way we forgive –
as we forgive –
those who sin against us.

Save us from the holding on
of anger, hurt and pain.
May we let them go,
with the fulsome love
and example of your Son.
Save us from the time of trial,
as we know you can and do.
Whisk us out of the jaws of death
and save us with your mighty arm.
Strong, strong arms!
To hold and love us close!
But even more especially, Lord,
deliver us from evil.
The time of trial is tough enough,
but evil has its own way
of doing us most harm.
Most mighty, blessed, kindly Friend,
Father, Brother, Mother dear;
may the kingdom,
the most amazing power
and awesome glory
that we know to be yours,
may they be yours
for ever and ever.
May eternity ring to the song of
your Son.
May my heart overflow with your
Love.
Amen.

© Rosalind Miriam S.S.A.
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